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1902-1905 drawing for the purpose materially on its income from foreign
ge   ~"    investments, most or all of which was annually reinvested abroad
No case therefore for import restrictions could be founded on the
existence in any sense of an adverse balance on the country's
international trading account.   There was of course an excess of
goods imported over goods exported, but under the conditions then
ruling it was quite easy to explode the protectionist contention that
this difference was met by borrowing or living on the nation's
capital.   Nor was the debate then distracted by currency deprecia-
tion which has imparted so puzzling a twist to it in recent times.
The arena was in fact clear for a clean fight on the classic fiscal
issue.    Secondly,  Protectionist logic was in  1903-1905 vitiated
fatally and from the start by a reluctance—then more extreme
than   it   has   since   become—to   tax   raw   materials.    Thirdly,
Mr. Chamberlain's proposals were unfolded at a time of immense
and rising prosperity, when every prediction of impending com-
mercial ruin was promptly belied by the Board of Trade returns.
Lastly, he and his friends were betrayed by haste or ignorance into
obvious mistakes.   Much of their argument was an implied denial
of the part which exports play in paying for imports, and of the
existence and significance of the invisible items in foreign trade, and
was so far opposed to the practically unanimous teaching of con-
temporary economists.   The singular distinction, moreover, which
Chamberlain himself drew between " facts " and " figures " lent
itself to some effective satire, and on occasion he made blunders of
fact which could be neither retrieved nor extenuated.   Of this order
was his assertion that foreign countries were not " handicapped "
in their competition with us by Factories Acts and similar social
legislation.   Asquith, an ex-Home Secretary inter alia, was quick
to point out that the great majority of Continental nations had
factory legislation—in many cases copied from our own—and that
Germany, which Chamberlain had singled out as our most formid-
able rival, was *ff handicapped " in addition by a system of social
insurance, which, incidentally, we have since copied from her.
Whether Mr. Chamberlain's persistent refusal to answer this and
similar criticisms was good tactics is an open question.   His practice
at any rate was to ignore them and to dismiss Asquith contemptu-
ously as a lawyer and no business man ; to which Asquith retorted
somewhat tartly that he would gladly defer to business men who
understood and applied the rules of arithmetic and quoted against
him a damning utterance of his Free Trade kinsman, Mr, Arthur
Chamberlain.

